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Philology and Empiricism: Observation and Description in the
Correspondence of Joseph Scaliger (1540–1609)*

Dirk van Miert

INTRODUCTION
Observation and, to a lesser extent, description, are terms which are usually associated
with the empirical method of noticing, recording and gathering information occurring
to the senses. Empirical method is usually still exclusively associated with the rise of the
sciences in the seventeenth century and the development of a scientific method, in which
experiments and experimental settings are contrived in order to test hypotheses about
the phenomena which have been perceived, recorded and gathered. But long before the
empirical method was developed, as part of the scientific method, observation and
description were already associated with learning, albeit in a context which to many
historians of science would be unfamiliar: the context of philology. Observations and
descriptions were by no means the privilege of what we nowadays call science, but were
part of a well-established philological method in the sixteenth century. 

The first part of this paper is aimed at developing this insight. It will show that
‘observation’ had several meanings, which sometimes overlapped. In the mental framework
of the late sixteenth-century Gelehrte (‘learned man’, or ‘erudite’, for lack of an English
noun comprising both ‘scholar’ and ‘scientist’) ‘observation’ could be applied indistin -
guishably in both scholarship and science. No particular use of the term was reserved for
either of these fields. The paper will explore the extent to which ‘observation’ meant more
than mere collection of data and whether it took on the meaning of something close to
‘theory’ or ‘conjecture’. The question of how to establish credibility and authority is
indissolubly linked to these issues, and will therefore also be taken into account. 

The second part of this paper will be dedicated to the meaning of observation in the
context of philology proper. More precisely, some examples will be presented in order to
analyse how inscriptions were perceived, recorded and collected and the way in which
the information thus conceived was processed. 

A third section will compare philological observation with scientific observation and
particularly the recording of astronomical phenomena, in which the same themes of
observation and authority are apparent.

* For comments on this paper, I am thankful to the audience present at the colloquium on Observations in Early
Modern Letters, 1500–1650, held at the Warburg Institute, London, 29–30 June 2007, and to the Latinists from
the University of Amsterdam and Free University, Amsterdam, notably to Dr Harm-Jan van Dam. I am grateful
to William Stenhouse for his remarks. I am also obliged to Dr Paul Botley (University of Warwick), with whom I
have edited the correspondence of Scaliger, and who has helped to prepare some of the transcriptions and
interpretations of the letters cited in this contribution.

Communicating Observations in Early Modern Letters (1500–1675), Warburg Institute Colloquia 23, 2013
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In a closing paragraph, some extrapolations will be made in the light of the early
development of empirical methods. Throughout the discussion, the idiosyncrasies of the
letter as a carrier of observations and the social context in which these letters functioned,
will be included. The correspondence of Joseph Scaliger, arguably one of the most learned
men of his time will serve as a case study. Via his letters, which cover the period of 1561–
1609, Scaliger not only collected observations, but also broadcasted them, often on the
request of his correspondents.

OBSERVATIO AND DESCRIPTIO
The verb ‘observare’ has always had a more than one meaning. In antiquity it first and
for all meant ‘to note, to heed, to take notice of ’ and hence ‘to watch’. This could indicate
the act of perceiving by means of the senses, but also the act of commenting upon that
what was being or had been watched. 

Suetonius uses the word in both meanings, as when he speaks of ‘observans Acerroniae
necem’ (perceiving/witnessing the death of Acerronia) in his biography of Augustus.1

But Suetonius also applies the word (the derivative noun ‘observatio’) in a rather different
context:

Marcus Valerius Probus … took care to emendate [emendare] many shortened copies [of books]
and to divide and annotate [annotare] them, dedicated only to this and not to the role of a teacher
beside it … He left behind … a considerable collection of observations [observationes] on ancient
language.2

Suetonius’s use of the words emendare, annotare and observationes in the context of
studying books and studying the grammar of ancient speech would have sounded familiar
to any Renaissance scholar. 

The philologist Obertus Giphanius, for example, informed Scaliger that he had written
certain theses about Cicero’s work De finibus, a text which Giphanius happened to be
lecturing on. Hearing that Scaliger was busy with the same work, Giphanius decided to
share his theses with his colleague. He wrote: 

I shall send you a sample of the theses, should they be of any use for you. The things in Cicero
which I have observed [observavi] are chiefly the following: 
In the first book of The ends, near to the end: ‘…’. In a certain old codex it says: ‘…’. Therefore
perhaps a more correct reading is: ‘…’. 3

1. Suetonius, Augustus, 57.
2. Suetonius, De grammaticis, 24: ‘M. Valerius Probus … multaque exemplaria contracta emendare ac distinguere

et annotare curavit, soli huic nec ulli praeterea grammatices parti deditus. … Reliquit … non mediocrem silvam
observationum sermonis antiqui.’

3. Obertus Giphanius to Scaliger, 14 December [1572], in The Correspondence of Joseph Justus Scaliger, eds P.
Botley and D. van Miert, 8 vols, Geneva, 2012 (hereafter: Scaliger, Correspondence), I, p. 52: ‘Mittam ad te
exemplum thesium, si fortasse utiles tibi esse possint. In ipso Cicerone quae observavi haec fere sunt: “…”. Lib. I
De finibus fere in fine: “…”. In vetere codice quodam est: “…”. Quare fortasse ita rectius: “…”.’ 
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In this example, the observation of another source for a text, an ‘old codex’, allows for a
reading closer to the truth.

A second example is found in a French letter. In 1573, Scaliger writes to Pierre Pithou: 

I will also have an edition made of Juvenal and Persius with their ancient commentaries, together
with the observations [observations] which I have about them. I also beg you not to forget to
send me anything on Aulus Gellius you might have from ancient copies or from your very learned
observations [observations].4

Countless examples like these are found in the approximately 1,675 letters which
constitute the surviving correspondence of Joseph Scaliger. The same is true for another
key word which is usually associated with the empirical method: the verb describere, or
its derivative noun descriptio: 

Indeed, the same Pliny compromised himself again in book 20, chapter 18, when he calls
‘opium’ a juice. Yet, as he copied [describeret] part of his observation [animadversio] from
Dioscorides …5

In this passage, the verb describere almost means the opposite from today’s ‘description’:
Pliny has not actually seen opium, but has copied out from another source part of his
animadversio (that is, a synonym for the philological observatio). Note that Pliny’s lack
of autopsy is condemned by Scaliger.

The verb describere not only means to take over the contents of another text, but also
conveys the very act of literally transcribing another text: 

Here, again you urge me and demand my seven books De emendatione temporum. This work,
nearly finished, will soon desire your careful attention. Therefore, I am now absorbed in
transcribing [in describendo] it.6

Here, the word is clearly used in the sense of copying out. Describere was a common verb,
in use already by Italian humanists, to denote the act of transcribing a text.7 Descriptio in
philological context thus means making a verbal copy. The literal translations of describere
in German and Dutch (abschreiben, afschrijven) still have this meaning.

4. Scaliger to Pierre Pithou, 6 November 1573, in Scaliger, Correspondence, I, p. 66: ‘Aussi je ferois imprimer
Juvenal et Persius avec leurs anciens commentaires, ensemble les observations que nous y avons dessus. … Aussi je
vous prie n’oublier pas de m’envoier si vous aves quelque chose sur Gellius des anciens exemplaires ou de voz
doctissimes observations’.

5. Scaliger to François Vertunien, 12 February [1576], in Scaliger, Correspondence, I, p. 170: ‘Sane idem Plinius
alio flagitio caput suum obligavit lib. XX, cap. XVIII, cum opium succum vocat. Et tamen, cum partem
animadversionis suae ex Dioscoride describeret,…’ (for the expression ‘obligare caput’, see Horace, Odes, II.8.5).

6. Scaliger to Mamert Patisson, 12 April 1582, in Scaliger, Correspondence, I, p. 321: ‘Ecce iterum urges me, et
libros meos septem De emendatione temporum flagitas: quod opus iam affectum propediem diligentiam tuam
expectat. Itaque adeo totus nunc sum in describendo.’ 

7. S. Rizzo, Il lessico filologico degli umanisti, Rome, 1973, p. 181.
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The German scholar Johannes Crato a Crafftheim in a letter speaks of ‘observations
and corrections of books’ (‘observationes et castigationes librorum’). The linking of obser -
vations and corrections is an interesting one. It would appear that the acts of observing
and correcting are almost synonymous. 

These examples do not exclude the use of the words observatio and descriptio in other
contexts. In fact, Crato in his letter also uses the verb observare in the more familiar sense
of the report of something perceived by the senses. Speaking of Scaliger’s father, Crato
would have liked to see his twenty books On herbal matters (De re herbaria): 

For without doubt, he [Scaliger Sr] observed [observavit] not only on his long travels, but also,
as our Dioscorides did, when he was in the army, a great many things, which remain hidden for
those who spend their life in one place.8

In this letter the verb observare is used in both the philological and the sensorial sense.
The two meanings overlap. 

Even the philological meaning of observatio and descriptio overlap: observare can take
the meaning of describere, as appears from a letter to Gruter, where Scaliger uses
observatae to state that inscriptions had been copied out.9 The verb describere was, in
philological, or more precisely, in epigraphical context, also linked to a verb with the
same stem, but a different prefix: exscribere, which was likewise used to indicate the act
of transcribing a text.10 When Leonard Gutenstein asked Scaliger to urge the Commelin
printing house in Heidelberg to make haste with the edition of the Latin inscriptions,
he wrote: 

For you, honourable man, have power over the Commelins, lest the labour and diligence invested
by some people in collating [in conferendis] the manuscripts of Smetius and Matal and in copying
out [in exscribendis] so many inscriptions, will be lost.11

Interestingly, this is one of the few letters in which the inscriptions were added on the
same page on which the letter appeared, by means of depicting the entire material setting,
a point to which we will return in the following paragraph. At times, descriptio also seems

8. Johannes Crato a Crafftheim to Scaliger, [January] 1576, in Scaliger, Correspondence, I, p. 160: ‘Observavit
enim haud dubie, non modo in longissimis peregrinationibus, verum etiam, ut Dioscorides noster, inter media
arma plurima quae eos latent qui uno loco aetatem quasi agunt.’

9. Scaliger to Janus Gruter, 11 August 1599, in Scaliger, Correspondence, III, p. 308: ‘Adiunctae sunt quatuor
ab eius affine Vorstio observatae, quarum prima ridiculum in modum detruncata extat inter Smetiana.’

10. Rizzo, Il lessico filologico (n. 7 above), p. 181. Poliziano preferred describere and exscribere for the act of
transcribing. Filelfo and Guarino usually spoke of exscribere. Poggio, Guarino, and Traversari, and also often
Petrarch and Salutati, seemed to have preferred transcribere. For a discussion of descriptio, see also, in the present
volume, Miller, below, pp. 136–7.

11. Leonardus Gutenstein to Scaliger, 7 February 1601, in Scaliger, Correspondence, III, p. 576: ‘Potis enim es,
vir illustris, apud Commelinos, ne labor et diligentia quorundam in conferendis cum manuscriptis Smetiano et
Metelliano, ac exscribendis tot inscriptionibus pereat.’
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to indicate the process of recording an observation, in some cases by making a pictorial
representation, as Peter N. Miller points out in the present volume.12

The examples show that a sixteenth-century scholar who heard the word observatio
probably first thought of an interpretation of a text. This is, of course, no coincidence.
As stated earlier, the first stages of the Renaissance were very much characterized by a
new appreciation of antiquity by means of textual sources.13 But it is significant to be
aware that an observatio could be everything from a transcription of a text to an inter -
pretation of it. 

TRANSCRIBING INSCRIPTIONS
The early humanists were primarily interested in new texts or new manuscripts of already
familiar texts. But gradually interest awoke in the visual remnants of antiquity:
architecture, sculpture, stones and coins.

From the fifteenth century onwards, humanists had been transcribing the inscriptions
they encountered on stones and coins. William Stenhouse has demonstrated how in the
course of the sixteenth century, the methods of doing so became more and more
sophisticated and the publication of inscriptions become more and more
comprehensive.14 As editors wanted their printed collections of inscriptions to be more
comprehensive, they necessarily had to collaborate with colleagues who could supply
them with inscriptions from places they would or could not visit themselves. Networks
of observers, communicating by means of letters, started to take shape.15 Scaliger had
built up a respectable collection of inscriptions, many of which he had transcribed himself
when he was in Italy in 1565 and 1566. But he had also collected inscriptions from French
provinces, and even from Portugal and Spain, although he never visited these last two
countries. Seeing the monumental publication of inscriptions from 1588 in the collection
of Martinus Smetius, Scaliger noticed that most of his own inscriptions were unknown
and he decided to have them printed.16 From then on, Scaliger started to ask his
correspondents for inscriptions in order to make the projected edition as comprehensive

12. See Miller in this volume, p. 153: ‘One would want to signal that for Gassendi, too, description seems here
to be used as a way of recording an observation, and is thus closely linked to particular forms, such as drawings and
maps.’

13. For a more extensive discussion of the notions of description, see P. N. Miller, ‘Description Terminable
and Interminable: Looking at the Past, Nature, and Peoples in Peiresc’s Archive’, in Historia. Empiricism and
Erudition in Early Modern Europe, eds G. Pomata and N. G. Siraisi, Cambridge, MA, and London, 2005, pp. 355–
97 (357).

14. W. Stenhouse, Reading Inscriptions and Writing Ancient History. Historical Scholarship in the Late
Renaissance, London, 2005; and see his contribution to this volume, above, pp. 85–7.

15. For the communality of larger research projects in botany, see the contribution in the present volume by
Florike Egmond; for more examples of the necessity to co-operate, see also H. J. Cook, Matters of Exchange.
Commerce, Medicine, and Science in the Dutch Golden Age, London and New York, 2007, pp. 82–132.

16. Martinus Smetius, Inscriptionum antiquarum quae passim per Europam liber. Accessit auctarium a Iusto
Lipsio, Leiden, 1588.
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as possible. Eventually, he turned to Janus Gruter in Heidelberg to do the actual editorial
work (see also Gutenstein’s letter, quoted above). 

Scaliger’s correspondence allows us to establish that there were at least two stages of
copying between, on the one hand, the stone or coin containing the inscription and,
on the other, the printed version: the initial transcription was made by Scaliger, who
sent his original copy to Gruter. Gruter, in organizing his material, glued it onto a
folio. This folio went, together with the other folios, to the printer. In this scenario,
the printer made a copy of a transcription. However, Scaliger might have wanted to
have kept his original inscription for himself and sent Gruter a copy of it, in which
case the printer made a copy from a copy of a transcription. Supposing Scaliger had
not seen the inscription himself, but forwarded a transcription sent to him by one of
his correspondents, Gruter’s typesetter worked from a first transcription. But if the
first observer of the inscription sent Scaliger not his first transcription, but a copy
thereof, as he wanted to keep the original transcription for himself; and supposing
that Scaliger copied out that copy and sent it off to Gruter; and supposing, finally, that
Gruter had to make a second clean and comprehensive draft for the printer, as his
original collection of sheets expanded to the stage of being a pile of snippets tagged on
to separate folios, then the original inscription was copied out five times before
appearing in print. It should be noted that Gruter partially relied on previously
printed inscriptions which might have gone through a similar procedure, mounting up
to even more stages of copying out copies. This inevitably led to inaccuracies, even if
the initial transcriptions were flawless.

Scaliger and his colleagues were very much aware that observations get distorted with
every layer of indirectness. This they knew from their experience of working with
manuscripts of ancients texts. Already at the end of the fifteenth century, philology had
taught the Italian epigrapher Fra Giovanni Giocondo (c. 1433–1515) to make stemmata
of manuscripts containing inscriptions. He noticed that the transmission of collections
of transcriptions of inscriptions was often confused.17 A letter from Scaliger to Gruter
shows how he strengthened the authority of his inscriptions:

As to the inscriptions from France, you must know that I saw most of them and that part of
them were in the possession of friends who transcribed them faithfully [fideliter exscripserunt].
As to the epigram from Lyons, which is found more complete in Paradin,18 he himself has
seen it. I know that mine appears on a rock in exactly the form in which our friend Jean De
Tournes handed it over to me, when I stayed in Lyons for a period of two months, fifteen

17. Stenhouse, Reading Inscriptions (n. 14 above), p. 23.
18. Guillaume Paradin, author of a number of works concerning the history of France. The epigram is probably

to be found in his collection of inscriptions, entitled Inscriptions antiques, tumules et épigraphes qui se retrouvent en
divers endroits de la ville de Lyon, which was printed as an appendix to his Mémoires de l’histoire de Lyon, Lyons,
1573. See F. Berard, ‘Le projet des inscriptions de Lyon’, in Inscriptions latines de Gaule Lyonnaise, eds F. Berard et
Y. Le Bohec, Lyons, 1992, pp. 7–20 (7, n. 4).
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years ago.19 I then had the time to see many [epigrams]. Likewise, I have thirty more of these
epigrams than have been printed in the Antiquities from Lyons. And the ones from Lectour
have been recorded by no one else more truthfully than by me in my collection. After all, my
place of birth is only four hours away from Lectour.20

Scaliger thought that the best transcription which could be made was the one he made
himself. Apparently, authority was enhanced by relating a singular observation, in the
active voice. The fact that Scaliger thought of himself as nobleman, endowed with a
supreme intellect, undoubtedly contributed to the authority of his personal
observation.21

That Scaliger himself was not flawless is demonstrated by a transcription he made very
close at hand. Scaliger collected a number of inscriptions in a cahier, still extant amongst
his papers in Leiden University Library. The manuscript contains numerous inscriptions,
all in Scaliger’s own hand. This could mean he carried this folio sized notebook with him
when copying out inscriptions on the spot. It is also possible that this notebook reflects
clean copies, either of his own initial copies or of transcriptions sent to him by
correspondents. Two inscriptions bear the headings ‘Transferred to the castle of
Chantemille, from the monastery of Ahun in the Limousin’ and ‘Transferred to
Chantemille from the parish of Saint Martin’.22 The Castle of Chantemille was in the
possession of Scaliger’s patron and Scaliger himself stayed there a number of times.23

Scaliger must therefore also have been responsible for the transcription of a third
inscription, headed ‘At the same place, placed upon the altar of a chapel’.24 This
inscription reads: ‘D. M. / ET MEM / REGINI / ET / POMPA / I. SVE’ (Fig. 1).
Scaliger sent this inscription to Gruter, who printed it with the heading: ‘Transferred to
the Castle of Chantemille from the monastery of Ahun, and placed upon the altar of a

19. Jean (II) De Tournes (d. 1615), royal printer. He was based in Lyons until November 1585, when he moved
to Geneva on account of his protestantism. He addressed two letters to Scaliger from Bourg-Saint-Pierre, a village
close to Geneva. See Biographie Universelle (Michaud) ancienne et moderne, X, Paris, 1855, pp. 571–2.

20. Scaliger to Janus Gruter, 9 December 1598, in Scaliger, Correspondence, III, p. 226: ‘De inscriptionibus
Galliarum, scito nos maximam partem vidisse, partem a doctis amicis qui fideliter exscripserunt habuisse. De illo
vero epigrammate Lugdunensi, quod auctius est apud Paradinum, viderit ipse. Ego scio ita nostrum in saxo habere
ut nobis tradidit amicus noster Ioannes Tornaesius, quum Lugduni haererem, duos circiter menses ante annos 15,
ubi per otium mihi licuit multa videre. Item triente auctiora habemus ea epigrammata quam in antiquitatibus
Lugdunensibus edita sunt. Neque Lactoratensia fidelius ab ullo concepta sunt, quam a nobis in illis collectaneis
nostris. Quatuor enim horarum itinere noster locus natalis Lactorate distat.’ Lectour is about 35 kilometers south
of Agen, Scaliger’s place of birth.

21. Cf. P. Dear, ‘Totius in Verba: Rhetoric and Authority in the Early Royal Society’, Isis, 76, 1985, pp. 144–
61 (156): ‘Nobility sometimes served to reduce the required amount of circumstantial description needed for
accreditations.’ See also S. Shapin and S. Schaffer, Leviathan and the Air-Pump: Hobbes, Boyle, and the Experimental
Life, Princeton, NJ, 1989; S. Shapin, A Social History of Truth, Chicago, 1994.

22. MS Leiden, University Library, ms. Pap. 5, fol. 191r, inscriptions 6 and 7: ‘Translatum in arcem Cantamilae
ex monasterio Agedunensi limitis Lemovicani’ and ‘Translatum Cantamilam ex parochia S. Martini.’

23. The critical edition of Scaliger’s complete correspondence (Scaliger, Correspondence, I) shows that Scaliger
was in Chantemille in 1568/69, 1576, 1581, 1584, and at least twice 1586.

24. MS Leiden, Pap. 5, fol. 191r, no. 9: ‘Ibidem, suppositum altari aediculae.’
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chapel’ and the subscription ‘from Scaliger’.25 (Fig. 2). Note that Gruter printed
something different in the last line: not ‘I. SVE’ but ‘I. SVAE’. Was this his own
emendation or did Scaliger send him this altered reading? Interestingly, the standard
critical edition of this inscription in the Corpus inscriptionum Latinarum (CIL) follows
Scaliger’s ‘I.SVE’ but notes a conjecture of Petrus Beaumesnil, ‘I.S.V.A.E.’. Beaumesnil
could not check Scaliger’s transcription, for he could not find the inscription in 1780, as
the editor of CIL records (Fig. 3).26 This editor himself suggests the abbreviation perhaps
stands for ‘[et] s(ibi) v(iva) [p(osuit)]’ (‘and he placed [this monument] for himself during
his life-time’), apparently ignoring the I and reading P for E. 

By a stroke of luck the cippus carrying the engraving was rediscovered in 1931 amongst
the rubble of the remnants of the chapel mentioned by Scaliger, in the back garden of
Chantemille.27 As I myself could establish in the Summer of 2008, the inscription reads
(quite clearly): ‘D(is).M(anibus) / ET MEM(oriae) / REGINI / ET POMPAE / I.S.V.P.’
(see Figs 4 and 5). The CIL editor’s conjecture was correct in assuming a P for an E, but
not in ignoring the I and interpreting it as et. Scaliger’s apparent double mistake (Pompa
for Pompae and I.SVE for I.S.V.P.) is all the more surprising, as the latter abbreviation
appears in his list of abbreviations in one of his own indexes to Gruter’s edition, where it is
solved as ‘impensa sua vivi posuerunt’ (they placed [this monument] at their own costs
during their lifetime).28 Scaliger thus made a transcription mistake of an inscription which
four centuries after him is still clearly legible and which must have been even easier to read
for him in his own backyard. This initial mistake was made into a Verschlimmbesserung by
Gruter and continued to puzzle later editors – a perfect example of how one mistake in the
transcription of an inscription can lead to another.

Although this story shows that Scaliger’s assertions of his own accuracy and fidelity
should be treated with caution, the point is not the result, but the method: autopsy
remained his most reliable criterion. If he had not been able to observe the transcription
by himself, he time and again asserted that the inscriptions were seen by a ‘friend’, adding
that they were faithfully or truthfully copied out. So he consistently stresses both the
intentions and the abilities of those who transcribed the inscriptions for him.

25. Inscriptionum Romanarum corpus absolutissimum… Accedunt XXIV Scaligeri indices; item notae Tyronis ac
Senecae, nunquam antehac excusae, ed. J. Gruter, Heidelberg, 1616, p. 822, no. 3: ‘Translatum in arcem Cantamilam
ex monasterio Agedunensi, ac suppositum altari aediculae’ (I did not see the first edition of 1602–1603).

26. Corpus inscriptionum Latinarum, XIII.1: Inscriptiones trium Galliarum et Germaniarum Latinae, eds O.
Hirschfeld and C. Zangemeister, Berlin, 1899, p. 189, no. 1433. But Beaumesnil was a ‘falsarius nequissimus’, as
Hirschfeld points out on p. 182.

27. G. Janicaud, ‘Cippe de Chantemille’, Bulletin de la Société des Sciences Naturelles et Archéologiques de la
Creuse, 25, 1931, pp. 70–71. I thank Frank Bourigault, the current owner of Chantemille, for bringing this article
to my attention, and for his permission to print my photo of the cippus.

28. Inscriptionum Romanarum corpus (n. 25 above), appendix with ‘Scaligeri indices’, caput XX: ‘Notarum ac
literarum singularium vocumque abbreviatarum interpretatio’, sig. i iijr, third column (second entry from the top).
The abbreviation does not appear in Tom Elliot’s list (1998): http://www.case.edu/artsci/clsc/asgle/abbrev/latin/
Cappelli’s famous little dictionary gives ‘In suo vivi posuerunt’ for I.S.V.P: Dizionario di abbreviature Latine ed
Italiane etc., ed. A. Cappelli, Milan, 1967, p. 471.
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Fig. 1. MS Leiden, University Library,
ms. Pap. 5, fol. 191r.

JOSEPH SCALIGER

Fig. 2. Inscriptionum Romanarum corpus
absolutissimum … Accedunt XXIV

Scaligeri indices; item notae Tyronis ac
Senecae, nunquam antehac excusae, ed. 

J. Gruter, Heidelberg, 1616, p. 822, no. 3.

Fig. 3. Corpus inscriptionum Latinarum,
XIII.1: Inscriptiones trium Galliarum et

Germaniarum Latinae, eds O. Hirschfeld
and C. Zangemeister, Berlin, 1899, 

p. 189, no. 1433.
Fig. 4. Cippus in the garden of Chateau
de Chantemille (2008). Photo: author.
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Fig. 5. The cippus in the backyard of Chantemille castle, with the letters coloured in
(with courtesy of the Association pour la sauvegarde du château de Chantemille).
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From the many examples found in the correspondence of Scaliger, one example will
suffice: Scaliger sent Gruter four inscriptions which had been transcribed by a certain
Vorstius, who was a kinsman of a friend of Scaliger’s (perhaps the Leiden professor of
physics, Everardus Vorstius, who was in Italy 1587–96). So Scaliger specifies a name and
indicates his relation to this transcriber. The letter continues: the first one of these four
inscriptions was printed in Smetius’s edition, but utterly deformed. Then Scaliger
reproaches Gruter for emending certain inscriptions from Provence, which Scaliger
forwarded to him. They differed from the transcriptions of the same inscriptions which
were made by Paulus Knibbius. Scaliger writes that he knew that Knibbius was in
Provence when the transcriptions were made, but Knibbius had not made them himself:
he had received them from others. Scaliger himself compared these transcriptions with
the originals: 

When, however, I had gone to those places myself sixteen years ago, I could detect the difference
on location. So I have given to you ones which were truthfully recorded [vere conceptas] and ones
by means of which those of Knibbius must be corrected, not mine by those of Knibbius. …
Indeed, you will rarely find, as you remark so well yourself, [an inscription] where no difference
occurs. But if we cannot get hold of good ones, we should choose and prefer those which are less
bad.29

In other words: Scaliger’s own transcription, made on location, were better than the
second-hand ones of Knibbius. Scaliger was aware of the fact that every observation is
different, so he double checked them with the originals. 

Of course there was no way of checking all of the twelve thousand inscriptions which
were to be included in Gruter’s edition and here is where emendation came in. Re-editing,
that is: making a copy of a copy, did not necessarily lead to worse inscriptions: it also
provided an opportunity to correct previous editions. Scaliger, for example, warned
Gruter that he should be careful in copying the inscriptions from printed collections for
they contained many errors. Philologists could not only emend already printed
inscriptions, but also transcriptions of inscriptions not yet printed. When Scaliger’s young
correspondent George Dousa returned from a journey to Constantinople, he brought
with him transcriptions he had made from Greek inscriptions. They contained many
errors, so before they could be printed, Scaliger had to emendate them.30 In such cases,
then, philology corrected the mistakes made in the act of transcribing (describere)
inscriptions: knowledge based on experience with texts could be used to adjust
observations and descriptions. In other cases, philology served to explain mistakes made

29. Scaliger to Janus Gruter, 11 August 1599, in Scaliger, Correspondence, III, pp. 308–9: ‘Quum autem ante
annos 16 ad ea loca me contulissem, ibi licuit mihi diversitatem deprehendere. Itaque vere conceptas tibi dedimus,
et ex quibus Knibbianae castigandae sint, non nostrae ex Knibbianis. Raro reperias, ut tu optime mones, ubi
diversitas non occurrat. Sed si bona nancisci non licet, minus mala eligenda aut anteferenda.’ 

30. Scaliger to Georgius Dousa, 29 May [1598], in Scaliger, Correspondence, III, pp. 136–7.
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by the stonecutter, as is shown by the following example. The German humanist Marcus
Welser from Augsburg forwarded to Scaliger some inscriptions which he had received
from the Italian scholar Filippo Pigafetta, stressing not only that they were faithfully
copied out, but also that they had been found recently. Apparently, the temporal distance
between the observation and the moment of communicating it was also important: the
fresher, the more reliable. Presumably, freshness decreased the risk of errors creeping in:

Pigafetta added that they were found recently and copied out faithfully [cum fide descriptas],
including the errors of the stonecutter. The words FRVNITA and SCELERATA deserve
annotation [observatio], for their meaning is strange.31

In a way, Scaliger’s methods of establishing authority proved to be in line with those of
his predecessors. Stenhouse, in the present volume and elsewhere, discusses various
instances where the both the fides and the diligentia of the copyists are stressed.32 Already
in the fifteenth century, the above-mentioned Fra Giocondo had to indicate the name
of the transcriber of an inscription, preferably himself.33 And when Carolus Clusius sent
Lipsius some inscriptions, he wrote: 

I have what I collected in these regions, any one of them faithfully transcribed [descripta], for I
tend to trust my own eyes more than those of others, especially in drawing [in exceptione] ancient
inscriptions. You would not believe how disgracefully wrong [Wolfgang] Lazius sometimes was.34

Interesting here is the meaning of the word exceptio: taking out or drawing out. It points
out that copying an inscription was not only about transcribing the text, but also about
drawing the letters or perhaps the whole material setting. Some scholars were even more
critical still of their own accuracy: Nicolaus Florentius apologized to Stephanus Pighius for
not yet sending inscriptions, for he still needed to correct them or visit them a second time.35

In the course of the sixteenth century, as again Stenhouse’s paper shows, scholars started
to experiment with making casts of inscriptions. For inscriptions in stone, this was a

31. Marcus Welser to Scaliger, [3 March] 1604, in Scaliger, Correspondence, V, p. 427: ‘Recens inventas esse
addit [Pigafetta] et cum fide descriptas, marmorarii erroribus non dissimulatis. FRVNITA et SCELERATA
peregrino sensu observationem merentur.’

32. See Stenhouse in this volume, pp. 79–81.
33. Stenhouse, Reading Inscriptions (n. 14 above), p. 24. On pp. 46–7, Stenhouse cites from a number of

fragments of letters of sixteenth-century antiquarians. They sent each other inscriptions and assured that they had
been transcribed by able people, adding that they had been copied diligently, exactly as they were, with extreme
diligence. The example from Clusius’s letter to Lipsius is refered to on p. 47, n. 12.

34. Carolus Clusius to Justus Lipsius, 26 March 1588 in Iusti Lipsii Epistolae, III, eds S. Sué and H. Peeters,
Brussels, 1987, pp. 89–90: ‘Habeo enim quae in his regionibus collegi quaepiam fideliter descripta, nam meis oculis
plus fidere soleo quam alienis, praesertim in veterum inscriptionum exceptione. Non credas, quam turpiter Lazius
interdum sit lapsus.’

35. Nicolaus Florentius to Stephanus Pighius, 15 July 1567, in S. Pighius, Epistolarium, ed. H. De Vocht,
Louvain, 1959, pp. 152–3 (cited in Stenhouse, Reading Inscriptions (n. 14 above), p. 47, n. 13; in the present volume,
above, p. 81.
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difficult process, but casts of coins or medals were more easily made. One correspondent
sent Scaliger his ‘rubbing’ (empraintes: (im)print, impression) of some medals, asking
Scaliger for explanation of the signs and images which they carried.36 Isaac Casaubon sent
Scaliger three ektupa (casts, reliefs) of talismans, from the collection of Georges Babou de
la Bourdesière. Scaliger commented on them, interpreting the script and explaining their
use and meaning, referring to existing literature.37 A day later, Scaliger wrote to Marquard
Freher in the same vein: Freherus had sent him an exemplum stanneum (a tin copy) of an
Arabic coin, which Scaliger recognized as a medal, functioning as a talisman and not as
regular currency.38 Scaliger had difficulty interpreting the reverse side of the medal:

I wish I could clarify [exponere] with equal certainty the other side of the coin, on which I only
got a clear view of the first two words: sultān al-ā’zamā, that is: ‘the highest emperor’. The two
last characters give the name of the emperor, which neither I, nor any Muslim who is not used
to the African script, can guess, partly because the letters are worn, partly because there are lines
which I have never observed [observavi] in African characters (although I have read quite a few
books written in that character).

I say the same about the copy of another coin, sent to me by our friend Gruter. I can only see
the imitation of letters on it, rather than actual letters. The one who drew out [depinxit] the
copy of that coin, represented [expressit] it badly. If you would send it [=yours] to me cast in tin
[again], as long as it shall be done accurately, I hope I can guess at least part of it.39

There is a strong longing in these words to go back as closely as possible to the original
object in order to be able to explain the writing on them.

Scaliger did not always take it for granted that one had to go back to the original
inscription or to have recourse to a manuscript in order to render a better text. In his
early years, he followed the Parisian mode of suggesting better readings on literary
grounds. He later adopted elements of the Italian school, which relied heavily on
manuscript evidence as a basis for emendations.40 These different points of departure are

36. Scaliger to Pierre Antoine de Rascas de Bagarris, 12 January 1603, in Scaliger, Correspondence, IV, p. 544:
‘le beau present qu’il vous a pleu me faire des empraintes des exquises medailles qu’il vous a pleu me departir;
lesquelles je tien tres cheres pour leur beauté, rarité, et bonté, mais plus pour le lieu dont elles viennent.’

37. Isaac Casaubon to Scaliger, 19 January 1606 (1), in Scaliger, Correspondence, VI, pp. 282–6. Scaliger to
Casaubon, 22 March 1606, ibid., pp. 352–8.

38. Scaliger to Marquardus Freherus, 23 March 1606, ibid., p. 363: ‘Nummus ille Arabicus, cuius exemplum
stanneum mihi misisti, in negotiationibus non habet locum; hoc est, non est verus nummus, qui in commerciis
usum aliquem obtineat.’ 

39. Ibid., ‘Utinam tam certo alteram superficiem nummuli exponere possem, in qua tantum primores duas
voces perspicue assecutus sum , hoc est: “Imperator maximus”. Sequitur in duabus posterioribus ipsius
imperatoris nomen, quod neque ego, neque ullus Muhammedanus qui Africano characteri non assueverit, divinare
possit, partim quod detritae sint literae, partim quod ductus quidam sint, quos in characteribus Africanis, quanquam
eo charactere libros scriptos non paucos legi, nunquam observavi. Idem de nummi alterius exemplo a Grutero
nostro ad me missi dico, in quo nihil aliud quam literarum imitationem, potius quam literas video. Male enim
expressit, qui illius nummi exemplum depinxit. Si in stanno fusum miseris, quod quidem accurate fiet, spes est
saltem partem divinari posse.’

40. A. T. Grafton, Joseph Scaliger. A Study in the history of Classical Scholarship. I. Textual Criticism and Exegesis,
London and Oxford, 1983, pp. 101–79.
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clearly reflected by his two editions of Manilius: in the first one he proposed all sorts of
changes solely on the basis of the vulgate, but twenty years later, he made use of variant
readings in an important manuscript, although he had not seen that manuscript himself,
but only a collation of it by someone else, annotated in a printed copy.41 When Scaliger
embarked on his last grand project, the edition of Eusebius’s Chronicle, there was no
vulgate edition to rely upon. The edition of Eusebius was partially a reconstruction, for
the Greek text of Eusebius was incomplete. Scaliger had to rely on Jerome’s Latin
translation and on derivative sources, as yet too obscure to have been published. He was
forced to establish the relationship between the different manuscripts he managed to lay
his hands on. In one letter we encounter Scaliger with the manuscript in his hands,
showing himself interested in the physical appearance of the manuscript. He describes a
Parisian manuscript containing the Greek chronicle of George the Monk (later identified
as George Syncellus):

The book was written 600 years ago, 200 years after the author’s time, as I could infer from the
script … It has 230 vellum pages, a foot long and three-quarters of a foot wide. Six [pages] from
the history of the emperor Valerian to the third year of the emperor Probus have been removed.
The script is very fine, old, the sort that points to the period of around 600 years ago.42

This codicological description does not live up to modern standards, but it is a relief to
read, for once, not of a frustratingly unspecified vetus codex or vetustissimus codex (an ‘old
codex’ or a ‘very old codex’; see also above, n. 3). Scaliger shows an interest in the script
which he never seems to have shown in inscriptions, at least not in his extant
correspondence. The more Scaliger penetrated into the still barren landscape of
chronographical texts, the more he was forced to develop sophisticated categories of
observations. Like the generation of inscription-hunters before him, he discriminated
between different character shapes, and he appears to have had enough experience in
gathering and comparing manuscripts to use the form for dating, a technique which
became standard in the course of the seventeenth century.43

Scaliger showed a somewhat ambiguous position towards manuscript evidence: he
rejected the 1604 edition of Eusebius by Arnaldo Pontaco, the bishop of Bazas, because
the editor had collated too many manuscripts, without sorting out the important ones

41. A. T. Grafton, Joseph Scaliger. A Study in the History of Classical Scholarship. II. Historical Chronology,
London and Oxford, 1993, pp. 437–8.

42. Scaliger to Marcus Welser, 25 September 1602, in Scaliger, Correspondence, IV, pp. 418 and 419: ‘Liber
scriptus est abhinc annis sexcentis, ut possumus colligere ex charactere, ducentis post saeculum auctoris… Continet
paginas 230 membraneas, longitudinis pedalis, latitudinis dodrantalis. Sex resectae sunt ab historia imperatoris
Valeriani, ad III annum Imperatoris Probi. Character bonae notae, vetustus, proferens tempus annorum circiter
DC’.

43. Peiresc, too, used this method. When discussing an ancient inscription, Peiresc wrote to Lucas Holstenius,
27 April 1629, in Lettres de Peiresc, ed. Ph. Tamizey de Larroque, V, Paris, 1894, pp. 309–21 (320): ‘J’ay envoyé
coppier les lectres mesmes sur les lieux afin de voir si la figure des caracteres nous pourroit ayder à deviner à peu
pres le temps.’ 
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and the derivative ones, hence overloading his apparatus with useless variants. He himself
only had recourse to manuscripts when the text was problematic.44 On the other hand,
he spoke of the 1606 edition of Caesar (at some point in the seventeenth century thought
to be his own, but actually Lipsius’s) as the best extant, as it had been collated with all
the preceding texts.45 In this case, however, Scaliger does not make clear if he means
manuscripts or printed editions, nor does he qualify the status of the these texts and their
relationships to one another.

First-hand observation mattered for Scaliger, but his knowledge also mediated
observations if he had not been able to make them for himself. Experience taught
Scaliger lessons of how language behaved, and that is why he felt comfortable emending
texts. These were found in books and manuscripts, but also on stones and coins. As we
have seen, ‘observation’ of a text is to a certain extent interpretation of it. To publish a
set of observationes meant to bring the text in accordance with expectations or at least
to smooth away irregularities. It is in this realm of how to ‘adjust’ an indirect witness
of an original text (a transcription, and often a transcriptions of a transcription of a
transcription etc.), where there was room for discussion about the merits and values of
one’s conjectures. The philological sub-genre of observationes constituted a battlefield
of arguments.46 This still holds today: interpretations are called ‘observations’. In
humanities, for example, most of the ‘checking’ of the facts does not take place in the
archives, but in discussion after the presentation of a paper, in which members of the
audience often voice ‘a few observations’. In fact, these ‘observations’ rather constitute
interpretations. The same is true for many observations in the natural world: in the
early modern period, the ‘observation’ of the visible world was often adjusted in order
to tune individual experiences to a measure, to the mean of a sum of experiences by an
unknown number of witnesses. Truth was found in harmony. This is to say that
observations were never self-evident and always ‘theory-laden’: there was no
epistemological debate on the distinction of subjectivity and objectivity. In fact, one
needed to have knowledge in advance in order to see things, and not merely stare at
them. This is not to say that the early modern philologists could only discern what they
were familiar with; by the accumulation of knowledge of how language behaved, for

44. Scaliger to Casaubon, 7–8 April 1605, in Scaliger, Correspondence, V, p. 605: ‘Eius opus vivet, in quo nihil
praeter nimiam diligentiam reprehendere possis. Nam tot futilium scriptorum codicum collatio, in quibus plus
mendarum est quam verborum, nihil aliud promittere videtur quam horas bonas perdere et lectorum iudicio
diffidere. Nos alia via grassati codicum fidem nunquam, nisi in re ancipiti imploramus; in illis quae et pueri ipsi
sciunt, male horas collocari putamus.’

45. Scaliger to Paul Choart de Buzenval, [March 1606], ibid., pp. 338–9: ‘Je vous envoie un Caesar aussi bien
correctement, que mal proprement imprimé. Mais vous vous pouves asseurer, qu’oncques ce livre fust si correct
qu’il est maintenant, et ne fault pas avoir esgard à la laideur de l’impression, mais à la bonté. Car ceste edition estant
conferée avec toutes les precedentes, se trouvera d’autant plus excellente que differente.’

46. Dear, ‘Totius in verba’ (n. 21 above), p. 160: ‘The older forms of experience and authority were
paradigmaticaly embodied in the genre of commentary. The new forms were embodied in a research report that
provided details of discrete events.’
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example, Scaliger was able to spot textual problems and come up with conjectures (or
hypotheses) of better readings. By repeated observations, he had acquired sophisticated
habits of perception.47

OBSERVING THE NATURAL WORLD
Gathering, describing, comparing, systematizing: these are the same principles which
were at work in the description of the natural world. Epigraphers like Scaliger and
botanists like Clusius were interested in the accumulation of evidence and the systematic
comparison by means of critical observation, reckoning with the source of the
information.48

The source for scholars such as Scaliger was most often a person: either contemporary,
as we have seen in the case of many inscriptions, or ancient. Humanists did not ascribe
uncritical authority to just any ancient author. Scaliger had no particular reverence for
authors from antiquity, as is clear from many of his works: when he came up with a
method to solve the mathematical problem of the squaring of the circle, he infamously
spoke of ‘the obvious error of Archimedes’ and claimed that all mathematicians (until
Scaliger) had had it all wrong.49 Scaliger rebuked Manilius for his lack of astronomical
knowledge, yet he edited him twice. For Scaliger’s idea of authority, it is interesting to
look in more detail to a fragment of one of his letters to Tycho Brahe.

Brahe used Scaliger to mine ancient texts for observations of celestial phenomena.
These allowed Brahe to rely not solely on his own observations of the heavens, but also
on those of others in the past.50 Scaliger’s knowledge of ancient texts added a
chronological dimension to Brahe’s understanding of the cosmos. What is more, Scaliger
was familiar enough with ancient literature to feel confident either to change the reading
of the texts if they seemed problematic or to condemn the opinions of some of the authors
altogether:

See where the authority of such a great man [Hippocrates] has brought posterity to. For from
his time to ours, you have held this belief, and for no other reason than because ‘he said so’, a
kind of reasoning that can have no place in mathematics. The ignorance of antiquity has harmed
no group of people today more than the community of astrologers. Nothing more surprising
comes to my mind than that no astrologer ever grew suspicious about the error in ancient theory
and the many and various absurdities that must follow from it, Copernicus being an exception,
in so far as he noticed [animadvertit] both the precession of the equinoxes and the obliquity of

47. L. Daston, ‘On Scientific Observation’, Isis, 99, 2008, pp. 97–110 (99–100).
48. For Clusius, see Egmond’s paper in this volume.
49. Scaliger to Henri de Monantheuil, 26 March 1595, in Scaliger, Correspondence, II, p. 491: ‘l’erreur manifeste

de Archimède’. See also Grafton, Scaliger, II (n. 41 above), 378–84, and R. Goulding, ‘Polemic in the Margin:
Henry Savile against Joseph Scaliger’s Quadrature of the Circle’, in Scientia in margine. Études sur les Marginalia
dans les manuscrits scientifiques du Moyen Âge à la Renaissance, eds D. Jacquart et Ch. Burnett, Geneva, 2005,
pp. 241–59. 

50. For Brahe and his correspondents, see the contribution by Mosley in the present volume.
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the equinoctial circle, though through the ignorance of antiquity he had recourse to absurd
hypotheses.51

Copernicus deserves praise for not slavishly following Hippocrates, but still relied too
much on ancient theory. Knowledge of ancient texts was necessary, but one should be
critical: authority should not be ascribed to just any ancient text. 

It should be noted that in the example quoted above, no mention is made of any
observation by Scaliger himself. In fact, those observations in Scaliger’s correspondence
which did not concern texts, were most often addressed to Scaliger and not written by
him. It is hard to judge until what extent Scaliger himself had opened discussions on
scientific observations, but contrary to James Ussher a couple of decades later, he showed
more than a passive interest,52 although he still does not seem to have been very active.
His exchange with the French astronomer Guillaume le Nautonier reveals that he
observed at least one lunar and one solar eclipse.

Nautonier published a book presenting a method to measure the longitude at sea, a
central problem in early modern navigation.53 Part of Nautonier’s method depended on
timing lunar eclipses simultaneously at different longitudes and on measuring the
magnetic declination, that is, the angle between the geographic and the magnetic
meridians, also called declination or variation.54

… they are every bit as exact, beyond comparison, as others who managed to collect them from
elsewhere. I have also recently collected some observations from the East Indies, made by people
well experienced [bien experimentées] herein.55

These words, repeated more than once in Nautonier’s letters, echo the wording and
phrasing of Scaliger’s letters about epigraphy. For both astronomical observation and for

51. Scaliger to Tycho Brahe, 10 March 1600, in Scaliger, Correspondence, III, pp. 399–400: ‘En quo posteritatem
perduxit tanti viri autoritas. Nam ab illo usque hactenus vos ita creditis, et non alia re quam quod αὐτὸς ἔφα, quod in
mathesi nunquam locum habere debet. Nulli hominum generi hodie magis nocuit antiquitatis imperitia quam nationi
astrologorum. Nihil magis mirari mihi succurrit, quam nemini astrologo de vitio illius hypotheseos suboluisse, neque
quot et quanta absurda ex illa propagari necesse sit, si unum excipias Copernicum, qui et praecessionem
aequinoctiorum et obliquitatem circuli aequinoctialis animadvertit, sed ignoratione rerum vetustarum ad absurdas
hypotheses confugit.’ Note that the Latin verb for Copernicus’s attentiveness in noticing the precession of the
equinoxes is animadvertere. The derivative noun animadversio is a synonym for observatio; see above, p. 91.

52. See the paper on Ussher by Elizethanne Boran, in this volume, p. 197.
53. See, amongst others, C. A. Davids, Zeewezen en wetenschap. De wetenschap en de ontwikkeling van de

navigatietechniek in Nederland tussen 1585 en 1815, Amsterdam, 1986. For Nautonier’s work, see Guillaume le
Nautonier, sieur de Castelfranc, Mecometrie de leymant cest a dire la maniere de mesurer les longitudes par le moyen
de l’eymant. Par laquelle est enseigé, un tres certain moyen, auparavant inconnu, de trouver les longitudes geographiques
de tous lieux, aussi facilement comme la latitude … Davantage, y est monstree la declinaison de la guideymant pour
tous lieux, 3 vols, Venice, 1602–4.

54. See the contribution by Miller in this volume.
55. Nautonier to Scaliger, between 7 April and 12 October 1605, in Scaliger, Correspondence, V, pp. 610–11:

‘… elles sont aussi exactes, sans comparaison, qu’autres qu’ils en sceussent recouvrer d’ailleurs. J’en ay aussi
recentement recouvrées des Indes occidentales, faictes par personnes bien experimentées à cela.’
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the transcription of inscriptions it was best to observe for yourself; if one had to rely on
others, they should be people who were sufficiently capable.

Nautonier contacted Scaliger mainly because Scaliger was close to other people who
were concerned with measuring the longitude. Scaliger knew Simon Stevin, who had
published a book The Haven-finding art, or the way to find any haven or place at sea.56

Scaliger also knew Petrus Plancius, who provided material for Stevin’s treatise. Nautonier
thought that Plancius used testimonies by sailors which were inexact, partly because the
sailors used inaccurate instruments or because they read them wrongly.57

He also thought that in the Limeneuretike, Hugo Grotius’s Latin translation of Simon
Stevin’s Haven-vinding,58 there were ‘few accurate observations’ to be found.59 He asked
Scaliger and Stevin to train a mathematician in observing the lunar eclipses of 1605. He
could then compare those observations with his own. He was careful with proofs on this
subject, and sought out people who would observe diligently and accurately. That is why
he gave instructions in his book on how to make useful observations of lunar eclipses and
accurate descriptions of the meridian line and the declination of the loadstone.60 We see

56. S. Stevin, De Haven-vinding, Leiden, 1599. This work was translated into Latin (with a partly Greek title)
in the same year as Λιμενευρητικὴ sive portuum investigandorum ratio, Leiden, 1599; I have cited the English title
after the translation E. Wright, London, 1599.

57. Nautonier to Scaliger, 12 January 1605, in Scaliger, Correspondence, V, pp. 508–9: ‘Quand à ce qu’on estime
que Monsieur Plancius a bien esté servy par les pilotes, je croy bien qu’ils ont faict ce qu’ils sçavoyent, mais qu’en
partie à faute d’instrumens propres, et en partie d’autant qu’ils ont prins souvent la fleur de lys de dessus la rose des
vents, au lieu du fer caché soubs icelle et qui estoit à droicte ou à gauche de ladicte fleur.’ (The ‘rose des vents’ is the
diagram which divides the face of the compass into thirty-two directions. The ‘fleur de lys’ is the symbol customarily
placed above the petal of the rose which indicated north. Nautonier may be referring to those compass makers who
compensated for (and obscured) the variations between magnetic and true north by inclining the needle on which
the pointer turned.) In the postscript to this letter (p. 510), Nautonier returns to Stevin’s treatise: ‘Monsieur, si
Monsieur * * [= Plancius] estime encore que les observations des declinaisons de l’eymant qui ont esté rengées par
Monsieur Estevin en la Limeneuretique ayent esté bien prinses, il ne fault sinon qu’il prenne la patience de tirer ou
faire tirer une ligne meridienne à Amstredam selon les reigles. Et il trouvera qu’au lieu de neuf degrez et demy il y
en aura environ 10 et demy. Et neantmoins il n’en met que 9 et demy en ladicte Limeneuretique. Et sans y avoir
jamais esté, je feray gageure de cent escus ou autre telle, que vous mesme jugerez que la declinaison passe 10 degrez
à Amstredam, pourveu qu’elle soit bien observée. Ce qui ne se pouvoit faire si on ne tiroit la ligne meridienne du
temps des Tropiques, ou si en autre temps on n’y observoit ce que j’ay mis sur ce suject en mes escrits. Ce qui y
apportoit aussy difficulté estoit que le Nauclerique n’estoit pas inventé, à l’aide duquel on obtient non seulement
le demy degré mais aussi la minute, si on y opere soigneusement et par bons instruments.’

58. See above, n. 56.
59. Nautonier to Scaliger, 12 January 1605, in Scaliger, Correspondence, V, p. 509: ‘Il se trouvera peu

d’observations exactes au traicté intitulé Λιμενευρητικὴ par Monsieur Grotius; lequel m’excusera s’il luy plaist si j’ay
prins celuy qui a faict la version pour l’autheur du livre, offrant de le corriger à la premiere impression.’

60. Ibid.: ‘Je vous diray aussi, Monsieur, que s’il vous plaisoit et à Monsieur Estevin de faire exercer quelque
mathematicien à observer les eclipses lunaires de ceste année – l’un desquels se fera vers le commencement d’avril
et l’autre vers la fin de septembre – nous confererions l’observation que je feroy, Dieu aydant, sur cela, avec celle
que vous feriez faire (et ce au cas que les nuées n’en empeschent la remarque). Car il s’en fault beaucoup que je
craigne les espreuves et experience sur ce suject, que je les desire de tout mon coeur, pourveu qu’elles soyent faictes
par gens qui s’y appliquent soigneusement et exactement. Et c’est la raison pourquoy j’ay mis en mon livre des
precautions utiles tant à l’observation du moment desdicts eclipses, qu’à la description de la ligne meridienne et
declinaison de l’eymant.’
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here something Stenhouse also observes in the present volume: a stress on diligence and
accuracy. Moreover, as in epigraphy, we see that the observer and the commentator
started to be separate figures.61

Scaliger in his answer promised to ask both Stevin and Plancius to observe the lunar
eclipses and solar eclipses of Autumn that year (1605) and to send their findings to
Nautonier. He had, however, little hope that Stevin would respond to Nautonier: he
might have other opinions than Nautonier and would not easily reconsider his own.
Plancius had many observations taken at sea, but they differ widely from those of Stevin.
Scaliger then communicated to Nautonier what may have been his own observations of
lunar eclipse, but he put it in a passive voice. He found that they differed from the tables
of Martin Everard. Plancius had made numerous accurate observations of eclipses and
he was good at it, but maybe he was not willing to share his observations either, ‘because
he is otherwise not that manageable’. In any case, in Holland observations of the heavens
were often thwarted by bad weather conditions.62

Scaliger advised Nautonier to make use of more, accurate observations in order to
endorse his theory about the longitude on sea. Scaliger distrusted the observations made
by sailors around the world. He also distrusted astronomical tables which set out the
dates and times of lunar eclipses and especially of solar eclipses: solar eclipses were difficult
to predict, because the time depended on the longitude. That was the reason why Ptolemy
did not record solar eclipses.63 Scaliger did observe the solar eclipse of October 1605:

61. See what Stenhouse writes on p. 87 in this volume: ‘As in the case with other antiquities, therefore, 
for elaborate inscribed monuments in particular, the transcriber and commentator started to be separate 
figures.’

62. Scaliger to Nautonier, 7 April 1605, in Scaliger, Correspondence , V, pp. 600–601: ‘Or le Sieur Stevin est
une des meilleures ames qu’on puisse dire, mais il a cella que quelque propos que vous luy tenies, il ne vous en fera
nulle responce, soit qu’il pence ailleurs, soit que, comme il n’est pas d’un humeur prompt, il ne se resoult si tost de
ses conceptions. Quand à Plancius, il a plus d’observations de la marine que d’autres parties de mathematique, et y
a grand differance entre luy et Stevin en tout ce que vous les voudres prendre. Je les prieray tous deux d’observer
deux exclipses solaire et lunaire, quy viendront à ce prochain automne, et vous en envoyer leurs advis, tant sur le
commancement que sur la fin. Bien vous diray-je que l’esclipse lunaire qui est eschevé ce dimanche de Rameaux a
esté veue longtemps devant la demi heure apres sept, laquelle toutesfois sellon les Ephemerides Belgiques de Monsieur
Martin Everard (decedé il y a deux ans de peste en ceste ville de Leiden) devoit commancer huict minutes appres
la demy heure. Je me souvient [sic] que Plancius a dilligement observé d’autres eclipses, et par ce il sera aysé d’en
tirer quelque observations – pourveu qu’il le veuille faire, car il n’est pas autrement si traictable. Il advient rarement
qu’en ce pays on puisse faire aucune observation, les nuictz estantz communement fort nubileuses, l’air cras
embrouillé de vappeurs palustres. En un an c’est beaucoup s’il y a trente nuictz seraines et tant seraines que voudres,
si est ce que l’horizen tousjours est couvert de vappeurs.’

63. Scaliger to Nautonier, 16 February 1606, in Scaliger, Correspondence, VI, pp. 316–17: ‘Certes je puis dire
que de ceux que j’ay leu ou pratiqué, nul n’a si bien touché l’affaire, ny si au vif, que vous avez faict. Mais le meilleur
sera de la munir de plusieurs observations concernant des eclipses, qui le plus souvent ne respondent point au temps
determiné par les tables astronomiques, à cause que les longitudes ne sont encores bien exactement veriffiées, et ne
le peuvent estre sinon par observations faictes en divers lieux et regions du monde fort esloignées. À quoy les eclipses
observées par divers pilottes en diverses contrées et toutes raportées en un peuvent resouldre de beaucoup de doutes.
Il est certain que jusqu’aujourd’huy les esclipses solaires n’ont jamais respondu au point deffini par les tables.
Pourquoy Ptolemée, qui a rapporté tant d’exemples d’eclipses lunaires reculliées par les anciens Caldeeans, n’a
donné pas un seul exemple d’eclipse solaire.’
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‘There is no one else who took more pains to see the aforementioned [solar] eclipse than
I took to observe it’, he wrote to Nautonier, but it was too cloudy to see anything. He
rejected the claims of people who said they actually were able to make some observations
that day: it had been cloudy everywhere in the country. Nevertheless, Scaliger could note
that during the time at which the eclipse according to the Ephemerides of Everard was
supposed to take place, there had been no change in the light, even though the Prutenic
tables predicted an obscurity of 12 fingers. Those who claimed they actually did measure
that obscurity, were lying, for they would have seen something ‘which several eyes at this
university, which stayed in the same place for this phenomenon, were not able to see’. 64

Scaliger reinforces the truth of his own observation, by referring to those of his colleagues
at Leiden University, who had also looked at the skies on that day in October. The more
witnesses there were, the more reliable the observations. (But if Scaliger would have
wanted to be more convincing, he should have proven that the entire country had been
covered by clouds by referring to disappointed observers in other parts of the country.)

Nautonier was pleased with these findings, and he completely agreed with Scaliger
that he should consolidate his theory, as put down in his Mecometrie, with his own
observations of lunar and solar eclipses.65 Clearly, Scaliger’s trust in existing astronomical
tables as Everard’s Ephemerides and the Prutenic Tables was not very strong. 

Nautonier’s awareness that repeated observation meant improvement of previous
observations, is clear from the fact that he liked to observe not only lunar eclipses, but
also solar ones. Not that these helped him very much for his theory on how to find the
longitude, but he had ‘experimented’ (experimenté) with it.66 These observations told
Nautonier what he already knew: that existing astronomical tables were highly inaccurate.
Evidently, he wanted to confirm that by himself, as Scaliger had also done. 

The letters which Scaliger and Nautonier exchanged not only highlight the methods
of observation. They also show that solving a practical problem in navigation involved a

64. Ibid., p. 317: ‘L’esclipse du soleil arrivée au mois d’octobre passé n’a peu estre observée de personne, à cause
des espesses nuées qui couvroyent le ciel par toute Hollande – combien qu’il en a qui disent l’avoir bien observée.
Mais ilz ne me l’ont peu persuader. Car il n’y a aucun qui y ait prené plus grand peyne à le voir que j’ay faict pour
observer ladicte eclipse. Bien remarquay-je que despuis l’heure du commancement et la fin d’icelle, noté par les
Ephemerides, il n’y a point eu plus grande obscurité qu’auparavant, dequoy je m’estonnay beaucoup, combien que
le calcul Pruteniq promettoit XI doigtz d’oscurité. Ceux qui ont rapporté l’avoir veue en ces contrées disent avoir
aultant observé de doigtz comme les Ephemerides marquoyent. Mais je sçay fort bien que le ciel ne leur a pas esté
non plus favorable, qu’à moy pour leur escarter les nuées, affin qu’ilz vissent ce que plusieurs yeulx en ceste accademie
n’ont peu voir, qui ont tousjours demeuré sur le lieu pour ceste effect.’

65. Nautonier to Scaliger, written after 16 February, 1606, ibid., pp. 319–20: ‘Je proteste que c’est avec tres
grande avidité que je les requier, et volupté que je les reçoy, principalement celuy par lequel vous m’advertissez de
munir ma Mecometrie de plusieurs observations, et mesmement des eclipses, à quoy je travaille de tout mon pouvoir,
observant et faisant observer ceux qui arrivent.’

66. Ibid., p. 321: ‘Et sur ce qu’il vous plait m’escrire que le plus souvent les eclipses ne respondent point au temps
determiné par les tables astronomiques, pour n’estre les longitudes exactement verifiées, je l’ay experimenté comme
vous le dites, Monsieur, et n’ay jamais trouvé une bonne correspondence entre le temps des eclipses que les
Ephemerides cottent, et celuy de leur apparoissance, soit que je prinse la longitude en la mesme sorte que les aucteurs
dont est question la prennent, soit autrement.’
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network of scholars. As in textual matters, not every scholar was willing to share his
observations, as Scaliger wrote to Nautonier: ‘partly because of envy, partly because of
an innate suspicion in these people, even in matters which they have touched with their
fingers or seen with their eyes’.67 But Nautonier wanted to publish his observations, to
‘give them to the public’ (les donner au public). If others hid their own observations, he
would not do so, hoping it would turn out that his own observations were more exact
than those of others. Scaliger advised Nautonier to buttress his theory with more
observations, which Nautonier did. But Scaliger admitted that he himself was ignorant
in these matters and would not make any observations. 

So why would Nautonier contact a non-specialist? Scaliger was, as a Frenchman who
was well revered among the Dutch erudites, Nautonier’s opening to Dutch observers
such as Plancius and Stevin. Via Scaliger, he also tried to get into contact with former
students of Tycho Brahe. Nautonier quoted from a work of Brahe, where the necessity
of simultaneous observations of the phenomena at different places on earth was
underscored. He asked Scaliger or his friends if they knew any of Brahe’s successors or
agents so that they establish an exchange of observations (eschange d’observations).68 Here
we see that reporting observations was part of the exchange of learning, of commercium
literarium. There may be a difference in the actual shape of astronomical and philological
reports themselves, but the ways in which they came about are similar.

In the same way as inscriptions were usually added separately to letters, so were
astronomical observations if they did not meet the rhetorical exigencies of the
epistolographical genre. Marcus Welser forwarded notes of the observation of a comet,
which was written in Prague in Italian on 29 September 1607 and which specified date,
form and changing positions of the comet, listed coordinates and referred to observations
of the same comet made in Italy and Greece. Welser decided not to include the Italian into
his Latin letter, presumably because he did not want to interrupt the narrative of his Latin
prose with a long quotation, which, moreover, was put in another language. Therefore, the
observation was added as an appendix. An appendix or attachment was usually called a
schedium or scheda: something hastily scribbled down, for example an extemporaneous
poem. In Scaliger’s letters, the word refers not to the text itself, but to the material on which
it was written: a piece of paper. They typically contained lists of remarks or corrections to
texts, for example to manuscripts or (proofs of forthcoming) printed editions by a colleague.
Two examples from different periods and kinds of sources will suffice to give an impression
of these schedia. In a dedicatory letter in his edition of Ausonius, Scaliger refers to ‘some of
my sheets, on which I remembered something was written by me, with which I thought I

67. Scaliger to Nautonier, 7 April 1605, in Scaliger, Correspondence, V, p. 601: ‘Or vous diray-je que les humeurs
des hommes sont telz que, quand ilz seroyent assuréz qu’on auroit trouvé ce dont c’est question, ilz ne le confesseront
jamais, partie par envie, partie par une deffiance naturelle de cez gentz, voire en ce que ilz touchent aux doigtz et
voyent à l’oeil. J’en ay asses de preuves sur beaucoup de questions et de proposantz.’ 

68. Nautonier to Scaliger, written after 16 February 1606, in Scaliger, Correspondence, VI, p. 324.
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would be able to explain a couple of obscure passages from this poet’.69 And in an
unpublished short note to his colleague Bonaventura Vulcanius, he referred to an attached
poem: ‘Immediately at dawn I scribbled down this improvised poem, just before three
o’clock’.70 There are but a few instances in which such attachments have come down to
us.71 Most of them went missing when the recipients processed them in their own works,
or when later owners of the letter filed them separately.72

The reason why material so crucial for our understanding of scholarly and scientific
communication was added on separate attachments to letters, is not only because a letter,
as in the example from Welser, was supposed to adhere to one language. It was perfectly
fine to cite in Greek, Hebrew, Arabic or in the vernacular, as long as the narrative was
not to long and somehow integrated in the running text of the letter. What was far more
significant was that a letter had to be brief, as was prescribed by Renaissance theories of
epistolography, following conceptions from antiquity.73 A familiar formula to end a letter
was by apologizing that one rounded off because the letter threatened to exceed the
brevity prescribed for it. In a letter to Stephanus Ubertus Scaliger writes: ‘What this refers
to, can also not find space here, because of the prescribed length of a letter; consult the
diatribe dedicated to this subject, in my notes to Eusebius.’ He ends the letter with the
words: ‘But I already feel I am exceeding the length of a letter. Regards.’74 This letter was
2,400 words, but Scaliger probably felt he had stretched the length by inserting a 426
words long bibliography of 25 book titles, the kind of list which would usually be added
in a schedion. Several times, Scaliger decided not to discuss certain issues in letters, for
they would cause him to write more than was appropriate for a letter. In a letter to
Casaubon, Scaliger writes: ‘The size of a letter, which I seem to have exceeded, does not

69. Scaliger to Elias Vinetus, 29 August 1573, in Scaliger, Correspondence, I, p. 59: ‘aliquot schedia mea, in
quibus quaedam memineram a me perscripta, quibus obscuriores quosdam huius poetae locos illustrari posse
credebam’.

70. Scaliger to Bonaventura Vulcanius, [23 May 1598], in Scaliger, Correspondence, III, p. 131: ‘Statim ut luxit
hoc schedion tibi exaravi, dum hora tertia instat.’

71. An example of a ‘schedion’ which made it into print is found attached to a letter to Casaubon, dated 9
November 1605 (printed in J. Scaliger, Opuscula varia antehac non edita, Paris, 1610, pp. 520–22, and in J. Scaliger,
Opuscula varia antehac non edita, nunc vero multis partibus aucta, Frankfurt, 1612, pp. 379–81; this appendix is
not edited in Scaliger, Correspondence, VI, where this letter is edited on pp. 212–17). 

72. See, in this volume, Delisle, p. 38, Egmond, pp. 61 and 64; see also Stenhouse, also in this volume, p. 76 and
his references to Ginette Vagenheim; and Mosley, below, p. 121.

73. For antiquity, see e.g. Demetrius of Phalerum, On Style, sections 228, 231 and 234 in Ancient Epistolary
Theorists, ed. A. J. Malherbe, Atlanta, GA, 1988, pp. 16–19 (19); Erasmus, De conscribendis epistolis, ed. J.-C.
Margolin, in Erasmus, Opera omnia I.2, Amsterdam, 1971, pp. 153–579 (223–4); J. L. Vives, De conscribendis
epistolis, ed. and tr. C. Fantazzi, Leiden, 1989, pp. 124–6. Here, Vives refers to the above mentioned passages in
Demetrius of Phalerum’s treatise and he cites Seneca the Younger, Epistulae morales ad Lucilium, V.45.13: ‘Ne
epistolae modum excedam’ as an example of ancient letter writers’ awareness of the rule of brevity. See also the
contribution by Mosley in this volume, p. 121.

74. Scaliger to Stephanus Ubertus, 22 March 1608, in Scaliger, Correspondence, VII, p. 466: ‘Quae huc pertinent,
neque per modum epistolae hic locum habere possunt, pete ex diatriba ei rei in Eusebianis nostris dicata.’ (471):
‘Sed iam sentio me modum epistolae excedere. Vale.’ 
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allow me to discuss this at greater length, as the importance of the matter asks for. So
about this some other time. For this is work for a book, not for a letter.’ 75 This letter
came in at almost a thousand words. And in another letter to Casaubon he writes: ‘I
would tell you how much I enjoyed your book On Satire and how much it taught me, if
the size of a letter did not bring me to order’.76 Johannes Buxtorff the Elder considered
his letter of 610 words to Scaliger to be a bit long.77 Claudius Salmasius thought he had
exceeded the length of a letter after 1,150 words (including 200 words of quotations from
a Greek poem).78 After slightly over 500 words addressed to Johannes Caselius, Scaliger
apologized: ‘But, my dear Caselius, I am not making a complaint right now, and I will
not exceed the length of a letter’.79 There followed another 300 words. 

In the aforementioned letter to which Welser attached his appendix in Italian, he
added that in Augsburg, the observers were lazy, but that he would encourage them to
make observations as well. Scaliger had to make clear what ‘his friends’ wanted.80

Apparently, Scaliger here had functioned as a messenger between professional observers
of the heavens, without himself actively being involved in observations. His scholarly
network, mostly in Latin, helped to forge a scientific network, predominantly in the
vernacular. The informal network structure of the Republic of Letters was important for
both philology and astronomy: both branches of learning were sociologically shaped in
the same way. Distinguishing between the two would be an anachronism. 

But Scaliger’s correspondence is not only concerned with matters philological and
astronomical. As an oracle in the Republic of Letters, he received requests from people
from other branches of learning as well. The French author Henri Lancelot Voisin,
Seigneur de la Popellinière, wrote to Scaliger concerning his plans for a history of the
world. He had already learnt much about the peoples in Africa and America, including
about the natural, national and civil law of these peoples, who were in his opinion
incorrectly styled ‘savages’. New discoveries and written accounts would allow
Popellinière to distinguish between these ‘savages’ and the civilized. In particular, he
wanted to study in more detail the Asians. Only few men had visited them. The natives
had become more familiar because of contact with the civilized world. Voisin was critical

75. Scaliger to Casaubon, 21 September 1603, in Scaliger, Correspondence, V, p. 155: ‘quod longius disquirere,
ut rei dignitas postulat, non sinit modus epistolae, quem excessisse videor. Itaque de eo alias. Nam libri opus est
hoc, non epistolae.’ 

76. Scaliger to Casaubon, 9 November 1605, in Scaliger, Correspondence, VI, p. 213: ‘Quantum enim me liber
tuus De satira oblectaverit, quam multa me docuerit, dicerem, nisi modus epistolae me in ordinem redigeret.’

77. Johannes Buxtorff to Scaliger, 4 September 1606, ibid., p. 547: ‘Sed epistolae modum iam excessi, ideoque
telam praecidam.’ 

78. Claudius Salmasius to Scaliger, 26 March 1608, in Scaliger, Correspondence, VII, p. 482: ‘Exempla quae
obvia sunt et mihi in manu prompta proferrem nisi me iam epistolae modum excessisse puderet.’

79. Scaliger to Johannes Caselius, 10 July 1603, in Scaliger, Correspondence, V, p. 91: ‘Sed, mi Caseli, neque
querelam nunc instituo, neque modum epistolae excedam.’

80. Marcus Welser to Scaliger, 3 October 1607, in Scaliger, Correspondence, VII, p. 303: ‘Quid vestri sentiant
fac quaeso sciam.’ The attachment is printed on p. 304.
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of previous travellers: the journeys of Paul of Venice and Louis Vartoman seemed to have
been inspired by pure curiosity, while Vespucci, Columbus and others were motivated
by gain. They recorded little of value. The Greek authors, as Scaliger knew only too well,
only gave information about Babylon, the area around the Euphrates and Egypt. Today,
an intelligent and well-equipped observer could record some remarkable things in the far
East. Popellinière would like to be able to accompany Dutch sailors on their way to the
East, and he asked Scaliger to put this request to the States of Holland.81 His plan was a
profitable one for a merchant, he promised. In other words: Popellinière wanted to do
anthropological field work. Like Nautonier, he contacted Scaliger in the hope of getting
a recommendation for the Dutch East Indian Company. Instances like these show how
the discovery of the East, driven by the quest for power and profit, trickled down into
the Republic of Letters: the quest for scientific knowledge would become a fixed, although
not always prioritized item on the agenda of future expeditions to the East. Harold Cook
recently showed how the Dutch East Indian Company was increasingly aware of the
importance of providing opportunities for the study of botany and medicine in Africa
and the East.82

FINAL REMARKS
There are a number of similarities in the practice of philology and astronomy: the
collection of data by means of visual observation; the assertion that observations are to
be made by capable people who have experientia; the critique that ancient authors (be it
stonecutters or astronomers) are not necessarily to be trusted as authorities of obser -
vations; the notion that observations should be checked or double checked. In both fields
‘observation’ was not limited to the mere recording of an individual experience. The
results were also discussed within a broader framework of erudition, allowing for the
interpretation of the data. In the case of epigraphy, Scaliger actively sought to collect
transcriptions, if need be from others. In the case of astronomy, Nautonier also tried to
expand his network and mobilize scientists as Stevin, Plancius and pupils of Brahe. In
both cases, the Republic of Letters offered the infrastructure which enabled scholars and
scientists to collect observations. The Republic of Letters also allowed them to broadcast
their views, but it would be beyond the aim of this paper to discuss ways of disseminating
knowledge.

There is, in short, no contradiction between what scholars did and what the later
scientists did. In fact, the scientists further developed their methods on the basis of what
philologists had already learnt to do: to trust their own senses and be critical of ancient
authority. It is especially this critical approach which sets philology apart from rhetoric,

81. Henri Lancelot Voisin de la Popellinière to Scaliger, 4 January 1604, in Scaliger, Correspondence, V, pp. 214–
17.

82. Cook, Matters of Exchange (n. 15 above), chapters five, eight and nine (pp. 175–225, 304–77).
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philosophy and theology.83 Moreover, the philologists were aware that they depended on
others to discuss and develop methods and theories, for which the letter offered an
excellent medium: letters were easily written and circulated and did not need to be
printed, thus avoiding censors or privileges.84 In that sense, the roots of the empirical
method were laid by the practice of observations and descriptions as communicated in
sixteenth-century letters of philologists, exemplified here in the correspondence of Joseph
Scaliger.

83. R. Häfner, ‘Vorwort’, in Philologie und Erkenntnis. Beiträge zur Begriff und Problem frühneuzeitlicher
‘Philologie’, ed. R. Häfner, Tübingen, 2001, pp. vii–viii (vii). 

84. M. Fattori, ‘Le commerce épistolaire, institution de la République des Lettres’, in Les premiers siècles de la
République européenne des Lettres. Actes du Colloque international, Paris, décembre 2001 sous la direction de Marc
Fumaroli de l’Académie française, ed. M. Lion-Violet, Paris, 2005, pp. 89–110 (89).
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